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Origin and time define perfectly this Réserve wine. Five years after a beautiful

harvest, it has reached the so-called "Treasure Collection", allowing us to

show the potential of our wines along the years. Our Nackenheim sites draw

their names and character from the bank of clayey slate that drives to the

surface there, running for a stretch before disappearing back below to the

south of Nierstein. The wine was fermented in stainless steel tank and large

oak vessels, spending a longer time on gross lees than usual to provide more

texture and a deeper profile. 2018 was a year of superlatives: the stable, dry

high-pressure weather with lots of sunshine over the summer months also

shaped the picture in our vineyards. The dry phases demanded everything

from the vines. Once again, it proved to be a costly but very effective

measure that we spread thousands of straw bales in the vineyards in spring

to provide good shade for the soil and to counteract evaporation. Favoured by

the continuing high-pressure area, we were able to plan the harvest with the

desired tranquillity and never had the pressure in 2018 of having to quickly

catch up with parcels before an impending storm front.Elegant wild rose and

spicy aromas are enhanced by a pleasing honey note and some candied

lemon. The palate confirms these notes but it provides a tense and elegant

feeling. Flavors of tropical fruits and light red pepper join the experience and

end it beautifully thank to the pleasing body of this exceptional wine. 

CAPACITY

0,75 L

ALCOHOL

12,5 % VOL.

ACIDITY

8,0 G/L

CLOSURE

CORK

SWEETNESS

3,0 G/L

GRAPE VARIETY

RIESLING

CONTAINER SIZE

LARGE

WOODEN

BARRELS

BIO

✓


